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WE LAID THE
FOUNDATION,
YOU HELPED US
BUILD A LEGACY

E

scorts’ journey of 75 years has been filled with
glorious milestones and a diverse portfolio of
products fuelled by the sole vision of bringing
the world's best to India and offering India’s best to
the world. Every day here is dedicated to our
three-pillar mission of empowering the dreams of
farmers, being a preferred partner in nation-building
and strengthening today’s transportation network. All
of this and more will not have been possible without
your resilience and determination. Our stakeholders,
channel partners, employees and everyone who is
associated with us has been instrumental in our
growth and success. And today as we are about to
welcome a new future, I hope that every one of us will
show equal zeal and fervour to welcome new
opportunities and challenges.

Our long-term association with Kubota Corporation, a
world leader in the tractor and farm equipment space,
has added substantial value to our legacy of innovation
and empowerment. And now with a reinforced
partnership, we aim to expand the scope of our
technology and influence even further. This will
strengthen our positioning as a global partner of choice,
thus enabling the change we wish to see in the world. By
integrating Kubota’s best practices with Escorts’ frugal
engineering and manufacturing capability, we will make
the future we envisioned our powerful present. Going
forward, we will also house a major R&D and Innovation
Centre focused on new global value for money product
platforms and alternative technologies. We will also aim
at and invest in creating affordable farm mechanization
and infrastructure solutions for India and emerging
markets. You shall see an emergence of world-class
systems, processes and technical prowess which will
empower the nation.
Together we have journeyed through many ups and
downs, evolved with the ever-changing market
dynamics, defied all odds and brought home glory. And
this time too we shall adapt to this new progressive
Escorts and turn all our stepping stones into milestones
and challenges into opportunities. Just recently we have
shown the power of collective strength and determination
when we fought against the pandemic. We did not only
stand the test of time, but we thrived. We embraced new
initiatives to adapt to the new normal whilst laying hands
on groundbreaking performance with over 1 lac tractor
sales. This very period bears witness the wins we have
had together and highlights the many potential
successes we will unlock in the future.
In the coming year, every initiative that we take, every
goal that we aspire for will be driven to make an enabled
and empowered future. While our strategic and core
values have been formulated to guide us in achieving
these goals, our indomitable strength and agility will
become the basis of making our future brighter.

Nikhil Nanda

Chairman & Managing Director
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Together We Have Stood
Undefeated
The milestones we achieved in the
last year need no introduction. But
what needs to be in the spotlight is
our relentless resilience and
unwavering valour - the way we
created new opportunities while
battling every uncertainty. From
delivering 1 lac tractors to farmers
to organizing a mega vaccination
camp, we proved that our
collaborative courage can not only
stand the test of time but excel at it
too. Last year, every vertical at
Escorts - be it Agri Machinery,
Railway Equipment Division or
Construction Equipment Division surpassed the benchmarks of
performance. With new product
innovations and a dynamic portfolio
of programmes for both dealerships
and customers, the teams strived to
offer the industry’s best to the
community in every way possible.
As a result, we emerged even
stronger and better than before. In
the year 2020-21, we accomplished
04
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many new achievements - the
striking hike in tractor sales, launch
of “Tractoron ka Sabse Bada
Tyohaar” during the festive season,
the introduction of contactless sales
conversion program DG2.0 on the
digital platform, the launch of
FARMTRAC’S first electric tractor
(26E) and POWERTRAC’S garden
tractor (G28), to name a few.
The past year has taught the world
that the traditional strategy
playbooks are bound to become
irrelevant in the future, making
transformation essential. Being the
multi-faceted giant that Escorts is,
we foster the idea of striving
beyond which has been holistically
integrated in the way we are, the
way we work and the way we
conduct ourselves. We consider
this to be integral to our progress
forward and be a valuable partner in
nation-building, thereby moving
ahead with the nation, step by step,

mile by mile - offering India’s best
to the world and the world’s best to
India.
Thus, the highs and lows we
experienced in these testing times
have made us certain that it’s
ultimately necessary to plan,
strategise and gear up for the future
and to embrace every change in a
stride. With strategic partnerships
and innovative programmes, we
aim to disrupt our status quo in
order to innovate and adapt to a
better tomorrow. We are
restructuring our plan of action to
be miles ahead of what is required.
From now on, that one agenda that
goes behind every step that we take
or every move that we make is to
welcome the new future,
THE PARAMOUNT FUTURE.
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TO WELCOME THE NEW FUTURE

P

ractising what we preach, we
have already taken the
revolutionary step that will
add gold lining to our 75-year old
legacy - our reinforced partnership
with Kubota Limited, the news that
made headlines and will continue
making one in the coming months.
Our association with Kubota
Limited, a global leader in tractor
and machinery, aims at changing
the face of Agri Machinery with the
supreme commitment to enhancing
customer prosperity and
accelerating mechanization with the
most competitive technologies in
India and across the globe. With
two global leaders coming in
partnership, there’s no denying that
this largest Indo-Japan agriculture
collaboration is bound to attain
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global leadership in Farm Equipment
Sector. This collaboration shall land
many opportunities on our doors.
While Escorts Group will strengthen
its position as a global hub for
manufacturing and sourcing of
tractors, farm equipment and its
components with related
investments in upgrading current
infrastructure and in creating new
greenfield facilities, we are also
eyeing at housing a major R&D and
innovation centre to up the ante in
manufacturing and engineering
processes. We will also put an
emphasis on creating affordable
farm mechanization and
infrastructure solutions for India and
emerging markets.
Adding to this brand vision is our
mission of creating a unique identity

for all our key brands - Powertrac,
Farmtrac Steeltrac, Digitrac and
E-Kubota. With world-class quality,
technology, and features in all our
products and the range of
mechanization solutions, each of
these brands will be at the pinnacle in
their respective markets. This will not
only provide our customers with
industry-leading products and
solutions but will also accelerate our
channel partners’ growth and
profitability. Along with increasing our
technical prowess, our main objective
is to nurture skilled manpower that
takes every challenge heads on. We
will further enhance our efforts in the
development of skills and capabilities
of all our employees, for them to grow
with the growth of the organisation.

05
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LET’S START GRAND

T

his new change
will introduce us to
a world that is full
of more possibilities,
opportunities,
challenges, innovations
and a lot more. Change
is what challenges us to
push beyond our limits
and strive for something
bigger than what we
have already achieved.
With Kubota’s
world-class processes,
global reach and
expertise combined with
Escorts’ proven strength
in frugal engineering and
manufacturing, we are
sure that from now
onwards we will break
the old barrier and create
a world that is
celebrated by the
generations to come.
Here’s to being
future-ready,
future-empowered!
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NOW THE
GRASS WILL BE

GREENER
EVERYWHERE

Introducing
Euro G28, POWERTRAC’s
next-gen orchard tractor

07 | PRODUCT FEATURE
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Technology is transformational. And so is
its impact on the lives of farmers. With
the aim of going places and cultivating
new arenas, POWERTRAC recently
launched its latest offering - EURO G28,
the next-gen orchard tractor. Its stylish
looks, compact body and advanced
features let one move smoothly and
boldly in the garden, irrespective of how
tight the space is. Ideal for row crop and
inter-crop cultivation like grapes, cotton,
papaya and more, it serves as the right
hand to farmers when it comes to
diverse applications including imported
sprayer, rotavator, cultivator and
hydraulic trolley.
Enhancing its versatility is its fuel
efficiency and engine reliability. Equipped
with a 28.5 HP engine, 4-Wheel Drive,
9F+3R Gear Box and more, it’s the
machine that offers maximised
productivity with no stress, no hassle.
Since the model came into the market, it’s gaining immense popularity
across the country, especially in Maharashtra, Karnataka and Western
UP. With its ground-breaking performance, we are sure it will soon
sow the seeds of productivity in every vineyard and orchard.

One model, manifold advantages
Power-packed
Performance
(28.5 HP engine power
and 21.65 HP PTO power)

No Overheating
(Performs as you like it)

Higher Ground Clearance
(310mm)

Low Turning Radius
(2.1m)

Unmatched Euro Style

Features that will drive you to productivity
Powerful engine
(1318 cc engine, 80.5
Nm torque)

9F + 3R Gear Box

4 wheel drive

750 kg ADDC Lift

Dimensional advantage
(960 mm Seat Height, 3.5
to 4 feet track adjustment)

Balanced Power
Steering, Oil Immersed
Brakes, Differential lock,
and more
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NOW WORK SEAMLESSLY WITH
ESCORTS GLOBAL TECH CENTRE
Living by its objective of empowering dealers and
customers with world-class technology and solutions,
Escorts Agri Machinery recently launched Escorts Global
Tech Centre for a seamless and efficient work process and
collaboration. It’s a digital app-based platform with an
information repository that covers all technical manuals
including product specifications, repair manuals and
troubleshooting guides. One can also find educational
videos on assembling and dismantling along with use of
tractors in different applications.
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Designed with the aim to disseminate information and
provide product support to its dealership technical
staff and field service teams, it allows access to
technical information on the go. The team can now
leverage the required information anytime anywhere
without any hassle. It would surely deskill the entire
process of troubleshooting, diagnosing product issues
and conduct of product maintenance and reports, thus
maximising efficiency while minimising errors.

05
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GET INFORMATION ON-THE-GO
WITH E-CATALOGUE MOBILE APP

Making things efficient and seamless for its channel
partners and field teams, Escorts Agri Machinery
recently launched an e-Catalogue Mobile App. This
platform has an information repository of spare parts
of every Escorts tractor brand - FARMTRAC,
POWERTRAC, DIGITRAC and STEELTRAC, dating
from past to current years.
Equipped with high-end features including
voice-enabled search, QR code search and search
10 | INITIATIVES

with tractor serial number, this platform will facilitate our
representatives to access and disseminate accurate
inventory information. It will help in not only ensuring
quick and easy discovery of parts but will also bring down
the turnaround time for ordering parts, thus reducing the
tractor downtime. It will also assure error-free inventory
management that will further assist in meeting the
demands of customers on time, making our product
support more robust than ever.
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COVID-KAVACH
PROGRAMME:
STEPPING UP
WHEN IN NEED

Last year, the pandemic wreaked havoc on the lives of the
people. Medical institutions of the world were caught by
surprise and they scuttled together to put up a fight
against this deadly virus. Initiatives were organized where
more people and organizations took the responsibility of
coming to the aid in such a tumultuous time. We also took
a step forward and drove a massive initiative where we
shouldered the responsibility to hold vaccination camps
under the Covid-Kavach programme, and asked our
dealerships to set up these camps across various
locations to vaccinate consumers, employees and their
respective families along with spreading awareness on
the Dos and Don’ts. With an active support of EDDAL, we
gained success in our initiative and were able to ensure
safety of everyone who is associated with us. In addition,
we also extended financial support to our dealership
employees and service teams in these testing times with
the COVID-19 benefit scheme named COVID-19 Shield.
These initiatives have not only been of assistance but
have also strengthened our relationship with teams and
customers.
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AN ORGANISATION
FOR THE PEOPLE,
OF THE PEOPLE

Our people define us. And their growth and wellness
matter to us the most. We strive to stand by our
stakeholders by every means possible, especially in
these uncertain times. Under our Corporate Social
Responsibility Programme, we conducted a 42-day
free mega vaccination campaign, named COWINNER,
to ensure the safety of the people in and around
Faridabad District. It gives us great pride in stating
that our collaboration with medical partners, QRG
Health City and Sarvodya Health Care, benefitted
around 37000+ people. Further to facilitate easy
registrations and appointments for the general public,
an app with easy UI was also developed by our
technology partner - Plan 8. While COWINNER was a
humble contribution to the government’s vaccination
drive, it also weaved us - our partners, beneficiaries
and customers - into a much stronger bond. In the
coming years, we will continue enforcing such
measures so that we rise and thrive together, aiming
high and achieving even higher.
05
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WELCOME THE NEW ADD-ONS
IN FARMPOWER
FARMPOWER, as the name
suggests, aims at powering the
dreams of farmers with world-class
farming and non-farming solutions.
Engineered using state-of-the-art
technology from Italy,
FARMPOWER implements boast
enhanced efficiency and
productivity that would not only
complement but add to the
performance of Escorts tractors. In
its endeavour to introduce farm
mechanisation to every field, the
brand recently launched the
new-age implements - super seeder
and baler.

SUPER SEEDER
Escorts Agri Machinery rolled out its
one-of-a-kind super seeder. The super
seeder serves manifold advantages
pertaining to soil preparation, seeding
with fertilizer and press wheel without
getting jammed by paddy/rice straw.
Carefully designed, the product is
capable of sowing wheat in the residual
moisture while helping to conserve
moisture and temperature.
As a single-pass solution to the
new-age farming demands, it can be
used effectively for tillage while being
fully functional as a rotary tiller owing to
the different seasonal requirements of
farmers. Super seeder comes with a
robust gearbox and advanced
mechanised dynamics to make it more
fuel and time-efficient.
The product has a total size of 7 feet,
followed by a working width of 2018
mm and 12 flanges; multi-Speed; gear
drive; 11 row (12 discs) with safety
mounts on all movable parts. Escorts
super seeder does not just make the
farmers' work easy but also less cost
enduring and more streamlined.
12 | IN-FOCUS
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BALER MACHINE
With bulking demands for an effective yet low-cost
solution to gather and dispose of straw, Escorts Agri
Machinery unveils - FARMPOWER Baler. In line with
more climate-conscious efforts in farming and the
government’s ban on burning paddy straw, this machine
intends to revolutionize straw handling with zero
pollution and an easy methodology.
The solution collects large amounts of straw in
compressed form and then stack them in bales to
manage space crunch in storage and transport. The
machine produces 15-25 kg round bales in an easy to
handle manual fashion, best suited for smaller fields. It
has galvanized cold rolled steel roller casings formed by
a single rolling process for superior performance.
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To maximize its yield the product is fixed with a heavy
duty hydraulic cylinder and a safety clutch, to avoid
overfeeding and wear and tear. A proactive auto
lubrication system and heavy-duty chain further add to
the effective functioning of the machine. Additionally,
the Escorts FARMPOWER baler’s yield can be used for
a host of other purposes like as a fuel for cogeneration
plant, fodder for cattle, the base material for mushroom
industry, the main ingredient for card/particleboard
industry, employed in packing of ceramic tiles, glass
industry etc.

05
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STRENGTHENING
THE FUTURE WITH

We, as an organization, always look towards the future
and aim to strengthen ourself through reforms, policies
and production of game-changing technologies. We
focus and strive to consolidate employee development
through numerous enhancing programs and one such
is the Escorts Career Acceleration Program or ECAP.
Launched as a part of capability development, this
initiative enables employees to educate themselves
regarding processes and technical management that in
turn helps them perform better in their current job roles.
It also allows them to be responsible and mature
about taking their future leadership roles and doing
them efficiently.
The program was launched for SPD employees
including Regional Parts Manager and those who are
delegated with HO-based roles. The program includes
detailed and interactive courses on growth
enhancement, working capital management,
stakeholder management and team-building training.
Instructors have been aligned for these courses to train
the employees. There are more such programmes in
the pipeline pertaining to functional and behavioural
assessments that we are sure will prove to be a
valuable resource for the employees.
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MORE COURSES ON
ESTAR PLATFORM

A strong Research and Development requires accurate
and updated information. In order to provide more
domain-specific knowledge to our employees that majorly
work in Operations and R&D, we have launched
functional and technical courses for them. This entails the
inclusion of specialized courses related to materials,
manufacturing processes, quality tools, manufactured
products, design and other related concepts.
The content of these courses is curated as per the
latest standards.
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EAM OPERATIONS:
A JOURNEY FULL OF LEARNING
Just like the R&D division of Escorts Agri-Machinery,
the operations department was handed a new
E-learning course on New Estar named GET-L03.
Escorts has always been focused on growth in all
branches and this initiative is just an extension of that
objective. This year-long E-learning journey will
address the functional and technical training needs of
each individual employee of the division and cultivate
the proper knowledge and skill development through
interactive courses and quizzes. Cumulatively each
employee is scheduled to receive 3-4 hours of
learning in a month. Hopefully, this initiative paves
the path for employees to be better at their roles and
motivate them to achieve unimaginable goals.

EAM RETAIL FINANCE: E-LEARNING,
KNOWLEDGE IS KEY A NEW NORM

With both branches of EAM, namely R&D and Operations,
receiving new learning initiatives, the third branch was not
far behind. E-learning being the most sought after and
effective method of training and knowledge distribution,
Escorts launched a learning program for the Retail Finance
executives in EAM S&M division on the ESTAR platform.
The learning program includes detail-oriented
compliance-related courses as well as function-specific
knowledge distribution. Few behavioral courses and
product-related courses have also been streamlined into the
program. We are glad to announce the E-separation module
on Ecube. As a part of this module, every employee exit in
the managerial cadre will now be processed end-to-end
digitally. This e-separation module will help ensure complete
transparency in employee offboarding, accurate detailed
descriptions of exit clearance components, clear
accountability of the mapped stakeholder for clearance,
digitally record maintenance and reduced TAT.
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Continuous and consistent learning is an
important aspect of development that has been
our focus at an organizational level. With the
current dynamics, e-learning has turned out to
be a preferred mode of information. On the
same lines, we are pleased to introduce our
e-learning initiative for EAM and ECE Research
and Development employees. We have
procured 20+ industry-specific functional and
technical courses that are relevant for R&D.
These courses cater to various areas including
quality engineering drawings, manufacturing
excellence and manufactured products.
Learning Paths on the New Estar LMS have
been created for all departments in R&D,
wherein employees from GET-L06 grades have
been mapped and assigned the courses to be
completed within a given time.
05
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DIGITAL TRAINING SESSIONS: THE
REVIVAL STRATEGY AMIDST COVID-19
To stand up in these uncertain times, our aim has always
been to foster a digital work culture with an objective to
support our channel partners and customers in every way
possible. We believe that when the going gets tough, we
have to be tougher to get going.
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Living by the very same motto, Escorts Training
Development Centre conducted more than 50 online
training sessions for distributor staff to amplify the
technological proficiency of the participants and
strengthen their skills as per the respective roles.
Many online digital courses and training programs
were conducted across countries including
Bangladesh and Myanmar.
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A GLIMPSE INTO THE
6TH INTERNATIONAL DAY 2021

Another silver lining to our year was Escorts 6th
International Day. An opportunity to meet and greet all
our channel partners at one place, this year’s event was
quite a success. Keeping the safety and wellness of every
member in mind, this year too it was organized virtually.
Our channel partners joined us from across the globe
and became a part of our 75th-year celebration.
As we have said earlier, their association is what fuels our
growth, and sharing this momentous occasion with them
made this event even more special and memorable.
The event started with our top management, team
members and key channel partners reflecting on our last
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year’s achievements along with discussing
the strategies for the future. While we shared
ideas and business insights for the
consistent growth of the verticals – Escorts
Agri Machinery and Escorts Construction
Equipment, we also launched our new
products in the market – 75HP Nets and 75
HP Nets Stage V. Followed by the
presentations of our management and
distributors, there was a special Q/A session in
which various developments and strategic inputs
were explored and reviewed. This virtual meet
helped in aligning our vision with that of our key
distributors. The response to long term strategic
planning was encouraging. Even though the event
was conducted virtually, we are sure that it reignited
the fire in the hearts of everyone attending. The
International Day proved to be a major catalyst in
raising the spirits of our major stakeholders and
would surely serve as a driving force to turn every
future ambition into achievement.
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SCORING A BRACE AT UEFA EURO
2020-21
FARMTRAC is taking the stride with the new era of
technology. It gives us great pride in informing you that
FARMTRAC assisted in the field preparation of the
UEFA Euro 2020-21. The 66th season of Europe’s
premier club football tournament took place in various
places, and Farmtrac participated proactively in the
Netherlands. This opportunity did not only help us in
exhibiting the power-packed performance of our electric
tractor but also laid the ground for a greener and
carbon-free future in front of the world. This is a great
step for FARMTRAC into international optics and will
open the gate to more opportunities in the future.

STRENGTHENING
PARTNERSHIPS
AT INDIA-AFRICA
CONCLAVE 2021

Every year leaderships, professionals, and large-scale
organisations come together for India-Africa Conclave
to explore new avenues of agriculture. This annual
gathering does not only focus on future collaborations
and growth but also evaluates the existing collaborative
arrangements on the basis of which a new roadmap
for future Africa-India partnerships are designed.
Following the custom, this year too, Escorts was
represented by Mr. Rajiv Wahi at the conclave.
He moderated a session on ‘Harvesting Growth
Opportunities in Africa’s Agriculture and Food Sectors’
and highlighted the significance of agriculture as a
source of better GDP as well as increased employment
for African countries, especially in Sub-Saharan Africa.
The valuable visions and insights shared during the
session were appreciated and acknowledged by
everyone.
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THE FUTURE OF
FARMING NOW AT
PAYSALIA AGRI
SHOW, FRANCE
Farmtrac 25G Electric and Compact range made a
powerful statement at Paysalia Agri Show in France,
aneagerly awaited event for the landscaping sector.
Farmtrac 25G is one of the first commercially available
all-electric tractors to the farming community here. And
they have good reasons to be excited: rugged build with
all-wheel drive capability, modern design,
zero-emissions, quiet performance, and a 6-7 hour
working capacity with energy efficiency.
The trade event, held from 30 November – 2 December,
2021, was a great opportunity to highlight Farmtrac
tractors. Thanks to Caminel SAS for representing us
here.
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GOING GLOBAL
WITH RAIL DIGI
EXPO 2021

Rail Digi Expo is a virtual exhibition for the global railway
sector, where the leading names of the rail industry come
together to accelerate trade, investment, innovation, and
growth. This year, it was organised by Crescendo
Worldwide in which 46 companies exhibited their
innovative products and technologies and more than
1600 people from around 107 countries attended
the event.
Escorts Group also took part in the exhibition as a
premium sponsor of the event. While we displayed our
latest product and technology range to global and Indian
Railway customers, we also witnessed some astounding
products and technology innovations that inspired us in
many ways.
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GAINING PRAISES
IN SUDAN

Being a brand that exercises global influence,
FARMTRAC took part in this year’s International
Exhibition and Conference on Agriculture Rural at
Nyala, Sudan.
The exhibition saw us displaying our Compact and
Heritage range of products. There were many guests
who attended the event, even government officials,
and all of them were hugely invested in seeing
Compact range’s versatility.

05
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PAVING THE WAY
FOR SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

ELECTRIFYING THE
FIELD AT GAME
FAIR, UK
FARMTRAC’s 25G electric tractor turned a lot of heads
at the Game Fair, UK. Bold and sharp in its design, the
tractor also features savvy tech, packs a huge gallop of
power and performs extremely well with no noise. Such
a machine would not only be the perfect instrument for
efficient farming but also be the first to dawn in a new
era of eco-friendly agriculture.
We would like to appreciate our dealer in UK, Reesink
Turfcare, for helping Farmtrac be a part of this event.

Escorts has made big leaps in the field of technology
and the market, especially in recent years. Although the
consequences of the current norms of the industry were
tough, we have believed in steady progress towards our
goals. We introduced new products and innovations in
the international market and have received an
overwhelming response.

In India, we became the first company to
receive commercial selling certification
for our electric tractor from the Indian
Premier Central Farm Machinery Training
and Testing Institute in Budni.
We also became the first company from
India to get stage V certification with a
grant to export products to EU countries
in the 50-75HP category.
To facilitate the large-scale farming
operations, we launched 110 HP tractor
variants as well in Stage IIIA.
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THERE’S NO GREATER REWARD
THAN A HAPPY CUSTOMER
High Farm & Agro Machinery (GH)
Ltd, one of our POWERTRAC
distributors in Ghana, delivered five
tractor models to Lukman Farm. A
moment of pride for us; it was quite
thrilling to know that the customer
chose different models for diverse
operations such as field preparation,
maintenance, etc. This astounding
response not only highlights that we
have been successful in making loyal
customers but also hints at our
accelerating growth.

NIGERIAN DISTRIBUTORS BRING
HOME THE GLORY
Our FARMTRAC Distributors represented
Escorts at a conference in Lagos,
Nigeria. Following its main theme of
mechanization, our distributors displayed
our latest FARMTRAC tractors and their
advanced features. They also showed
how the tractors are being successfully
used by the farmers of Nigeria. Everyone
present there not only showed keen
interest but also appreciated our latest
product innovations.
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BELIEVE IN YOURSELF
AND BE UNSTOPPABLE.
What began as a journey of an HR
management trainee in 2004 has today
become an inspirational story of our
leading HR business partner. Along the
course, he touched the hearts of almost
everyone with his never-say-never
attitude and made some major structural
reforms. While the major leaders at
Escorts were guiding and shaping his
professional career, he was utilising his
learnings to strengthen the human
resource fabric of the company. From
introducing various efficient work policies
to implementing a digital HR platform,
Saurabh Kapoor brought a new wave of
transformation. With his Campus Hiring
Programme across major universities, he
gave Escorts young talents with the
potential to become future visionaries.
Irrespective of the vertical he was given to
head - be it Escorts Agri Machinery or
ECE - he added value to the system and
helped revive the vertical by streamlining
the work process.

Says our bright spark,
Saurabh Kapoor

(Escorts HR Business Partner)

Some people take challenges life throws at them with the
heads on approach. They not only chart their own way but
make things happen as per their vision. We sometimes
address these people as blessed but in actuality, it’s their
hardwork, determination and commitment that speaks for
itself. One of these is our bright spark, Saurabh Kapoor.
For 17 years, he has played a fundamental role in
pioneering the change in HR solutions.
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He believes that HR is the enabler of
growth for the company as well as
employees. Hence, Saurabh introduced
various successful initiatives such as
Escorts Career Acceleration Program
(ECAP), compensation strategies to align
pay and rewards, War on Waste (WOW)
for sustainable eco-friendly development,
to name a few. He truly aligned his growth
with that of the organization’s. More than
being a leader, he has been a friend, a
guide and a go-to person for his team.
Adding to this is his record-breaking
performance for which he has been
accoladed with many rewards and
recognitions.
In the end, we want to salute his
relentless pursuit of improving the status quo and
bringing positive change. If we were to speak it like a
talent acquisition specialist, we would have said,
“Saurabh, you have been one of the most resourceful
assets we ever had. Thank you for being with us!”.
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CREATE A CULTURE OF APPRECIATION
AND RECOGNITION FOR OUR
STAKEHOLDERS
Escorts Trailblazer Awards aimed to build a platform
to recognize and reinforce positive behaviours
among our employees in line with Escorts Values
and rewarding exemplary performance. Over 300
entries were received across all Escorts Businesses.
Through multiple level of assessments with
Functional Heads, respective Business Heads and
final assessment by CMD, ED and CHRO, the
winners were chosen.
For achieving significant outcomes by living the
Escorts values, CEO Value champions were
felicitated across Businesses and 12 teams were
felicitated as Escorts value champions. Similarly for
exemplary performance, CEO Best teams were
felicitated across business and 5 Teams were
felicitated with CMD Best Team Award.
Let us congratulate all winners and keep living
Escorts Spirit…
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ESCORTS VALUE
CHAMPIONS
Employee Name

Function

Sanjeev Kumar Chaudhary

Operations

Sanjay Kumar

Operations

Anirudh Tripathi

Operations

Shervin Thomas Amair

Operations

Chaman Singh

Operations

Nitin Lamba

Operations

Jagdish Prasad

Operations

Yavan Baliyan

Knowlege Management Centre

Project

Company Factory fresh
Tractor (Compact) roll
out from Line

Amnish Behal

Sales & Marketing

Kewal Prakash

Sales & Marketing

Aayan Motors Team

Dealer

Alamdar Trator Agency Team

Dealer

Dayalpura Depot Team

Dealer

Vinod Kumar

International Business

Aftersale Support to UK

Sandeep Kumar

International Business

Distributor Located 7658

Nandan Raghuvanshi

Operations

KM from India

Ritesh Kumar Singh

Knowledge Management Centre

Sukhvinder

Knowledge Management Centre

Sonu Kumar

Knowledge Management Centre

Vakil Kumar

Knowledge Management Centre

Company Factory fresh
Tractor (Compact) roll
out from Line

Sens-I Lift Success Story

Nandan Raghuvanshi

Operations

Ramnaresh Rambhavan Nirmal

Operations

Om Prakash Parashar

Research & Development

Sanjiv Saluja

Research & Development

Shashank Ukadley

Research & Development

Ibrahim Ali

Research & Development

Rajnesh Kaushik

Research & Development

Dharmendra Ahirwar

Research & Development

Vineet Singhal

Research & Development

Anoop Yadav

Research & Development

Vineet Singhal

Research & Development

Ashok Chauhan

Research & Development

New 9 - Ton Tandem

Daulat Ram

Research & Development

Vibratory Compactor

Atul Tiwari

Research & Development

Dharmendra Ahirwar

Research & Development

Pankaj Arora

Operations

Sanjay Yadav

Operations

Mukesh Pal

Operations

Prem Gupta

Operations

Devender Singh

Operations

Shubham Sharma

Operations

Alok Kumar

Operations

Parminder Jeet singh

Operations

Ashish Gaba

Operations

Alok Kumar

Operations

Siva Kartik CVSS

Research & Development

Sarthank Seth

Research & Development

Prateek Sharma

Research & Development
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Hydra NXT 13 Addition in
Escorts Product Portfolio

Customer Product Audit

BU

Escorts Agri
Machinery

Escorts Agri
Machinery

Escorts Agri
Machinery

Escorts Agri
Machinery

Escorts
Construction
Equipment

Escorts
Construction
Equipment

RTS Construction
Equipment

Line Commonisation to

Escorts

Accommedate F15, F17

Construction

and TRX 15

Equipment

Escorts Value
Champions
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Employee Name

Function

Project

BU

Alok Kumar

Operations

Parminder Jeet singh

Operations

Line Commonisation to

Escorts

Accommedate F15, F17

Ashish Gaba

Operations

Construction

Alok Kumar

Operations

and TRX 15

Equipment

Siva Kartik CVSS

Research & Development

Sarthank Seth

Research & Development

Prateek Sharma

Research & Development

Sonal Sharma

Research & Development

Automatic plug door

Arvind Kumar

Research & Development

design

Prince Jain

Research & Development

Atanu Das

Research & Development

Rohit Garg

Research & Development

Vikas Hooda

Sales-Exports

Capturing New OEM

Railway

Nishant Gupta

Sales-Exports

market in China for

Equipment

Vipin Gupta

Sales-Exports

Wagon Air Brake System

Division

Rohit Malik

HR

Saurabh Kapoor

HR

Caroline M

Sales & Marketing

Tarun Kumar Singh

Sales & Marketing

Back from the Brink

Corporate

Rajeev Kumar Singh

Sales & Marketing

Alok Yadav

Sales & Marketing

Manish Rastogi

Finance & Accounts

Pulak Kumar Jauhari

Finance & Accounts

Gopal Prasad

Finance & Accounts

Innovation & Process

Goldi Gulati

Finance & Accounts

Ecellence in

Rahul Goyal

Finance & Accounts

Suraj Prakash Sisodia

Finance & Accounts

Sanjay Arora

Finance & Accounts

Railway
Equipment
Division

Corporate

Billing/Collection

CMD BEST TEAM
AWARD WINNERS
Employee Name

Function

Pooja Mishra

Sales & Marketing

Alok Yadav

Sales & Marketing

Shenu Agarwal

CEO - EAM

Arvind Srivastava

Sales & Marketing

Kamlesh Yadav

Sales & Marketing

Kewal Prakash

Sales & Marketing

Bhupender Singh

Sales & Marketing

D. Parmeshwar Rao

Sales & Marketing

Rishi Kumar

Sales & Marketing

Yavan Kumar Baliyan

Knowledge Management Centre

Manish Kumar Chhabra

Knowledge Management Centre

Narendra Kumar

Knowledge Management Centre

Rakesh Chauhan

Knowledge Management Centre

Shenu Agarwal

CEO - EAM

Anish Dhir

Knowledge Management Centre

Neeraj Vij

Knowledge Management Centre

Sandeep Singh

Knowledge Management Centre
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Project

BU

Digitrac – Launching

Escorts Agri

India’s first Online tractor

Machinery

05
Railway
Compact Tractor
Escorts Agri
Automatic plug door
Development - Atom 26MachineryEquipment
design
Division

Escorts Value
Champions
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Employee Name

Function

Yavan Kumar Baliyan

Knowledge Management Centre

Manish Kumar Chhabra

Knowledge Management Centre

Narendra Kumar

Knowledge Management Centre

Rakesh Chauhan

Project

BU

Knowledge Management Centre

Compact Tractor

Escorts Agri

Shenu Agarwal

CEO - EAM

Development - Atom 26

Machinery

Anish Dhir

Knowledge Management Centre

Neeraj Vij

Knowledge Management Centre

Sandeep Singh

Knowledge Management Centre

Sayyed Suheal Ahmed

Knowledge Management Centre

Abhijit Shinde

Sales & Marketing

Saurabh Kapoor

HR

Ashish Bhardwaj

Operatons

Satkar Grewal

Logistics

Amit Rawat

Service

Charu Saxena

CEO Office

Ajay Mandahr

CE - ECE

Ashok Jangra

CE - ECE

Vikas Dave

Sales & Marketing

Ashish Bhardwaj

Opertions

Hitesh Agarwal

Opertions

Satkar Grewal

Logistics

Saurabh Kapoor

HR

Ved Bhardwaj

Finance & Accounts

Bharat Madan

Head-Corporate & Group CEO

Dhiraj Tiwari

Sales & Marketing

Harshavardhan Patil

Sales & Marketing

Neha Kabra

HR

Rachit Malhotra

HR

Himanshu Miglani

HR

Amit Singhal

Group CHRO

Devesh Kumar Kaushik

Research & Development

Mahan Chand

Sales & Marketing

Satish Kumar Indraganti

Research & Development

In-house Design and

Bhaskara Rao

Research & Development

development of

Ankur Dev

CE - RED

Microprocessor Controlled

Shriram Kumai

Research & Development

Brake system for 3-phase

Gautam Sharma

Research & Development

Atanu Das

Research & Development

Raju Kumar

Research & Development
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Ensuring Cost Reduction
while Maintaining
the Quality and
Performance of the Product

ECAP - Escorts Career
Acceleration Program

Escorts
Construction
Equipment

Corporate

Railway
Equipment Division
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REWARDING THE BEST AND
THE BRIGHTEST AT ESCORTS.
Escorts have stood the test of time
for more than 70 years and the
ideals imparted by the
organization have never
withered away even once, the
ideals that were integrated by
our beloved founder right at
the very beginning. The
notions and values of this great
man were what we aspired to
celebrate on his 105th birth anniversary
with this eloquent and extravagant Rewards and
Recognition event held on 10th January 2022.
The Rewards and Recognition event purposed on finding
the most talented individuals in the organization and
rewarding them for their merits, hard work, wit and
determination. The premises, on which these awards were
based, had four broad categories. These we Excellence in
their role and duty, Customer centricity, Agility and
Innovation in the field. The nominations commenced in
November 2021.
All four business units were scoured to nominate
individuals and for the awards and when the nominations
were closed on 30th November 2021, the number of
nominees had reached a staggering 411.
Among those 411 nominations that came across from all
four business units on all categories, only 32 project
finalists were selected by the jury after what is described
as an excruciating process. The finalists were again
subjected to another round of selection and this time the
categories were even deeper and fleshed out to be more
competitive. These categories were classified as Business
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Excellence in Digitalisation, Business Excellence in
Process, Business Excellence in Frugal Engineering,
Innovation and Technology and Growth and sales
Marketing.
After what appeared to be yet another round of detailed
and scrutinizing selection process the winners were finally
selected and awarded Platinum, Gold and Silver prizes
according to the honors that they were chosen to be given.
The awards were given especially to those teams that
consisted of members from different business units namely
Escorts Agri-Machinery, Escorts Construction Equipment
Division, Escorts Railway Equipment Division and Escorts
Corporate.
Due to the ongoing Pandemic crisis, the event was
organized to be a virtual meet on 10th January 2022 and all
the winners, from every division, were felicitated in that
event. A category of Special Awards was also awarded
and felicitated to those brave members who rose to the
occasion and decided to help others as well as keep the
BAU, in troubled times such as this.
The event turned out to be a masterstroke and helped
recognize those talented individuals who walk the ideal
path paved by Escorts and achieve milestones at every
step. After the enormous success of the event, everyone at
the organization is looking forward to 2023 where they can
rise to the occasion and get awarded for it.
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THE WINNERS OF PLATINUM AWARD
Business Excellence - Digitalisation
Employee Name

Function

BU

Project

Priyendu Bhatnagar

Operations

Sudhanshu Rai Bhalla

Operations

Rakesh Kumar

Operations

G Vyomkesh Bhargav

Operations

Ajay Bansal

Operations

compressed air & Diesel)

Ajeet Kumar

Operations

through Digitisation

Sanjeev Puri

Operations

Sandeep Dutta

Operations

Optimization of Energy
EAM

Resources (Power, Water,

Innovation & Technology
Naveen Khandelwal

International Business

Sujit Kumar

KMC - Design

Sandeep Singh

KMC – Product Planning

Abhay Kumar

KMC - Design

Sanket Sheode

KMC - Testing

Narendra Kumar

KMC - NPD

Mridul Rai

ME

Sunidhi Sharma

Production

Sumant Khanna

International Business

Rajiv Wahi

International Business

Electric Tractor - FT 25G
EAM

Development and Plugged
in North America

Business Excellence - Frugal Mindset
R Prabakar

Operations

Arun Dhoundiyal

Operations

Raj Kumar Saini

Operations

Rajesh Kumar

Operations

Devinder Singh

Operations

Vikram Singh

Operations

Munesh Kumar

Operations

Jagdish Chander

Production

Mahavir Singh

QA
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Doubling Shocker Child
RED

Parts Capacity at Minimal
Investment
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THE WINNERS OF PLATINUM AWARD
Business Excellence - Digitalisation
Employee Name

Function

Baljinder Singh Rana

Sales and Marketing

Gurdeep Singh

Sales and Marketing

R Kandaswamy

Sales and Marketing

Devesh Jaiswal

Sales and Marketing

Ashutosh Kanwar

Sales and Marketing

Burri Krishna Kanth

Sales and Marketing

Rathod Dinesh Kumar

Sales and Marketing

Kanchanapalli Vishwanth Raj

Sales and Marketing

Kuchibhotla Santosh Srikanth

Sales and Marketing

BU

Project

Bahubali - Step jump in
EAM

Share of Market
In Southern Region

Business Excellence - Process
Sanjay Kumar

Production

Ratan

DET

Shyam Singh

Production

Ashok Kumar

FTA-Comp.

Naresh Pal

PDI

Shree Krishan Kumar

AP Line

Nitesh Kumar

FTA - Comp

Vishal

AP Line

Vaibhav Harsh

Production
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Compact Bonnet Fitment
EAM

for Quality & Safety
Enhancement
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THE WINNERS OF GOLD AWARD
Business Excellence Digitalisation
Employee Name

Function

Puja Toshniwal

Corporate Finance

Chetan Vishnu Agarwal

Corporate Finance

Ashu Batra

Corporate IT

Neha Shankar

External

Basant Kaur

External

Ruchin Kumar

External

Vinay Sachdeva

External

Bu

Corporate

Project

Escorts Limited Early
Payment Program

Innovation & Technology
Bhaskara Rao Komarneni

Research and Development

Satish Kumar Indraganti

Research and Development

Neeraj Bhatnagar

Sales and Marketing

Manoj Pruthi

Research and Development

Shriram

Research and Development

Krovi Nagababu

Research and Development

Shivdayal Prasad

Research and Development

Ankush Kashyap

Research and Development

Mohan Chand

Sales and Marketing

Rahul Singh

Research and Development

Design & Development of
RED

Passenger Emergency
Alarm Pull Box for
Passenger Trains

Business Excellence - Frugal Mindset
Prabhpreet Singh

Operations

Dinesh Gupta

Maintenance

Manohar Singh

Maintenance

Manju Dev Sharma

Production

Bhanwar Singh

Maintenance
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EAM

Re- engineering Paint
Shop improving Quality
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Business Excellence Process
Kulbhushan

BHL-Production

Mahesh Kumar

BHL-Production

Charan Singh

BHL-Production

Neeraj Yadav

BHL-Production

Neeraj Manasa Rahamani

BHL-Production

ECE

Hemant Malik

BHL-Production

Escorts

Ashok Kumar

BHL-Production

Construction

Arun Kumar Dhariwal

BHL-Production

Equipment

Sandeep Singh

BHL-Production

Motion Loss Elimination
for Higher Productivity
Bahubali_Step jump in
SoM In Southern Region

Market Growth & Customer Experience
Amit Sharma

Sales and Marketing

Sushil Kumar Kesharwani

Sales and Marketing

Pankaj Kumar

Sales and Marketing

Radheshyam Singh

Sales and Marketing

Nitin Gaikwad

Sales and Marketing

Mithun Banerjee

Sales and Marketing

Jay Vardhan

Sales and Marketing

Neeraj Mehra

Sales and Marketing
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EAM

Bihar_Truly Powertrac
Consistent Growth of SoM

Vikas Hooda

Sales-Exports

Nishant Gupta

Sales-Exports

Vipin Gupta

Sales-Exports

Rohit Malik

HR

Saurabh Kapoor

HR

Caroline M

Sales & Marketing

Tarun Kumar Singh

Sales & Marketing

Rajeev Kumar Singh

Sales & Marketing

Alok Yadav

Sales & Marketing

Manish Rastogi

Finance & Accounts
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THE WINNERS OF SILVER AWARD
Pulak Kumar
Finance & Accounts
Innovation
&Jauhari
Technology
Gopal Prasad

Finance & Accounts

EmployeeGoldi
Name
Gulati

Function Finance & Accounts

Ritesh Kumar Singh
Rahul Goyal

Research and Development
Finance & Accounts

Sukhvinder
Suraj Prakash Sisodia

Research and Development
Finance & Accounts

Arun Aneja
Sanjay Arora

Research and Development
Finance & Accounts

Sonu Kumar

Research and Development

Rajendra Pal

Research and Development

Manoj Upadhyay

Research and Development

Ashutosh Gautam

Research and Development

Dheeraj Pandey

Research and Development

BU

Project

In-house development of
EAM

High HP and Hi- Tech
Hydraulic lifts on war footing

Business Excellence Process
Sunil Kumar Dalal

Operations

Ashish Bhardwaj

Quality

Rajender Kumar

Operations

Suraj Prakash Verma

Sales and Marketing

Nirjogi Sivananda Prakash

Sales and Marketing

Avnish Kumar

Operations

Ankita Sisodia

Corporate HR

QMS Effectiveness
ECE

increase through
online storage

Corporate

Business Excellence - Frugal Mindset
Rajendra Pal

Research and Development

Ajay Kumar

Research and Development

Bhim Singh

Research and Development

Manjinder Singh Sallan

Research and Development

Piplad Kumar

Research and Development

Ashok Kumar

Research and Development

Aman Singh

Research and Development

Umesh Kumar

Research and Development

Inhouse Frugal Test
EAM

Facility development for
New Products

Business Excellence Digitalisation
Neha Kabra

Corporate HR

Rachit Malhotra

Corporate HR

Sneha Sarkar

Sales and Marketing

Runjhun Gupta

Corporate HR

Himanshu Miglani

Corporate HR

Yugesh Gupta

Corporate IT

New ESTAR for

Umesh

Sales and Marketing

all employees

A Anand

Sales and Marketing

Harshavardhan Patil

Sales and Marketing
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Corporate
EAM

Institutionalizing the usage
of LMS (learning

Corporate

EAM

management system)

Amit Rawat

Service

Charu Saxena

CEO Office

Ajay Mandahr

CE - ECE

Ashok Jangra

CE - ECE

Vikas Dave

Sales & Marketing

Ashish Bhardwaj

Opertions

Hitesh Agarwal

Opertions

Satkar Grewal

Logistics

Saurabh Kapoor

HR
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the Quality and
Back from the
Performance
of Brink
the Product

Corporate

Escorts
Construction
Equipment

THE WINNERS OF SPECIAL AWARD
Innovation & Process

Finance
& Accounts
Function

Bharat
Madan
Suresh Chand
Agarwal

Head-Corporate
& Group CEO
Medical Services

Dhiraj Tiwari
Rahul Prasad

Sales Medical
& Marketing
Services

Harshavardhan Patil
Mukesh Mehra

Sales Medical
& Marketing
Services

ECAP - Escorts Career

Neha Kabra
Varun Upadhyay

HR

Medical Services

Acceleration Program

Reena Biju Rachit Malhotra

HR

Medical Services

Himanshu Miglani
Renju Thomas

HR

Medical Services

Singhal
Vijay KumarAmit
Sirohi

GroupMedical
CHRO Services

Ram Singh Devesh Kumar Kaushik

Research
& Development
Medical
Services

Mahan Chand
Virender Garg

Sales IT
& Marketing

Satish
Kumar Indraganti
Mohd. Kareem
Uddin

Research
IT & Development

Vishal Singla
Bhaskara Rao

IT & Development
Research

Arun Nagi Ankur Dev

IT
CE - RED

Umakant Bhatt
Shriram Kumai

Employee
Relations
Research
& Development

Deepak Rana
Gautam Sharma

Employee
Relations
Research
& Development

Avinash

Employee
Relations
Research
& Development

Satish Kumar
Srivastva
Raju
Kumar

Corporate

Ecellence in

Bhardwaj
EmployeeVed
Name

Atanu Das

Billing/Collection

BU

Corporate

EAM

RED
EAM

In-house Design and
development of
Microprocessor Controlled

Corporate

Brake system for 3-phase

Admin
& Security Assistant
Research
& Development

Railway
Equipment Division

Kamleshwar Prasad

Admin & Security Assistant

EAM

Raj Kumar Sarkar

Admin & Security Assistant

Corporate

Mahesh Malik

Admin & Security Assistant

EAM

Virender Pratap Singh

Admin & Security Assistant

Corporate

Congratulations
to all the winners
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Champions

Escorts Value
Champions

Escorts Limited Corporate Centre

Escorts Construction Equipment

Phone: 0129-2250222

Faridabad-121004

Fax: 0129-2250036

Phone: 0129-2306300

15/5, Mathura Road, Faridabad-121003.

Escorts Agri Machinery Administrative
Office and Components Plant
18/4, Mathura Road, Faridabad-121007

Plot No. 219, Sec – 58, Ballabhgarh, District

Fax: 0129-2306463

Escorts Railway Equipment Division
Plot No. 115, Sector – 24, Faridabad–121005

Phone: 0129-2284911

Phone: 0129–2576000

Fax: 0129-2264939

Fax: 0129–2232148

Escorts Agri Machinery Tractor
Assembly, Transmission & Engine
Plant
Plot No. 2 & 3, Sector 13, Faridabad-121007
Phone: 0129-2291230
Fax: 0129-2250009

We, at Escorts, are eagerly looking forward to your feedback. Please write to us at corpcomm@escorts.co.in

